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ABSTRACT
Digital mobile battlefield environments impose
challenging obstacles to battle group communications and data management. As future communication capabilities cascade from tactical commanders
to individual soldiers, increased spectral clutter
will complicate the task of preserving data
throughput. Applied within a programmable radio
architecture, frequency hop (FH) and direct sequence (DS) waveforms have inherent strengths
that may be exploited to overcome battlefield
communication obstacles. In this paper, we present
a methodology that combines FH waveforms with
pulse concealment and transform domain signal
processing in order to overcome interference, hostile detection, and jamming. Rejection algorithms
are demonstrated which significantly improve system performance in the presence of high-power
partial-band jammers, co-site communication signals, and fading.

INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have shown that co-site and cochannel interference pose especially formidable
obstacles to effective battlefield communications[l]. Even relatively low levels of interference
have been found to interfere with mission critical
parameters, such as GPS.

In order to combat ambient and hostile interference, time and frequency domain signal processing
methods may be applied within a spread spectrum
communications architecture. In this manner, software configurahle radios use nonlinear signal processing methods in concert with FH and DS waveforms to mitigate interference while preserving
high data throughput, even in the absence of coding.
The properties of DS waveforms inherently provide
for interference rejection, low probability of intercept (LPI) and low probability of detection (LPD).
However, practical power control limitations are
well known to restrict channel capacity [2,3]. In
contrast, FH systems are less dependent on power
control, yet can he easier to detect, locate, and jam
under certain conditions. Higher hop rates on the
order of 1-2 Khopskec enhance FH performance
relative to jammer and detection threats [4,5].
However, DoD requirements for future communication systems include provisions for detection and
direction of arrival (DOA) capability [6]. Hence,
any communication methodology used by U.S. and
allied forces must be able to defeat similar detection challenges posed by enemy battle units. In
order to meet the challenges posed by the future
digital battlefield, we present a hybrid FWDS approach that preserves LPI/LPD characteristics and
tolerates severe interference environments.

APPROACH
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Figure 1 illustrates an example FWDS hybrid
spectrum, including typical interference sources. In
this paper, we focus on adaptive mitigation of partial band interference and jammers, in contrast to
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research which concentrates primarily on the narrow band case [7].
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spreading serves to conceal the hop impulse,
slower hop rates may be implemented which are
less than the current state-of-the-art. These lower
hop rates will provide improved battery life for
man-pack or hand-held radios. Furthermore, since
DSPN is applied primarily for the purposes of impulse concealment and anti-jam functionality,
power control issues are less problematic. Hence,
in distributed mobile architectures, a small number
of spreading sequences may be used primarily to
prevent the damaging effects of hop collisions hetween sub-nets.
To investigate the benefits of this approach, a
QPSK source is used for the 1.Q data stream with a

Fig. 1 - Frequency Hop / DS spectrum and interference sources, including Noise Jammers, Tone
Jammers, Bauded Interference, and Fading.

Both time domain and frequency domain techniques are effective for state estimation and interference mitigation. Such methods include spectrum
estimation and inverse filter countermeasures, and
transform domain adaptive inverse weight countermeasures. Prior-art methods, such as frequency
domain magnitude normalization, can improve
system performance in interference conditions, but
impose BER degradation when interference power
is low. In contrast, the methods considered in this
paper closely follow the theoretical system performance in the absence of jammers. Hence, the
methods presented here meet a “do no harm” prerequisite, while providing orders-of-magnitude
BER performance improvement over prior art normalization techniques. Referring again to Figure 1,
each hop frequency fn is spread over a corresponding channel consisting of bandwidth Wsn, for
a total spreading bandwidth of Wt. When operating
near or below the ambient noise floor, spreading
the hop impulse in this manner results in a spectral
distribution that is less susceptible to followerjammer and detection threats, while allowing for
the application of anti-jam algorithms. Note that
when the DS processing gain is low, the hybrid
waveform will approach the pure F H system. Since

DS processing gain of 24 dB. Channel interference
sources include a frequency selective fading component, H(s), occumng over the symbol duration.
For wideband interference sources and shadowing
fades, channel coding can provide sufficient gain to
close the link, albeit at a reduction in data throughput. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of interference mitigation functions for the hybrid FH/DS
system, we consider such functions in the absence
of channel coding.
In one embodiment of this approach, each Wsn
channel is tuned corresponding to the hop sequence, with timing given by tref. Advances in accurate, stable oscillators make near-synchronous
FH systems possible for near term communication
systems [SI. Following tuning, corrupted channel
data is passed to an adaptation processor, which
performs periodic state estimation, stores the state
information to interference state memory I, and, in
parallel, performs interference countermeasures
corresponding to the prior interference state. In
contrast to interference mitigation approaches that
require feedback (e.g., adaptive rate methods), it is
desirable that state estimation and interference
mitigation be performed solely at the receiver to
simplify the transceiver architecture. In order to
perform these estimation and countermeasure tasks,
emerging device technologies may be applied
which enable advanced signal processing functions
within a programmable radio architecture[9,10,11].
COUNTERMEASURES
Spectrum Estimate Countermeasure For the hybrid
FWDS system, the individual channel characteris-
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tics for each Wsn are similar to white noise. As
such, perturbations in the channel serve to color or
distort the spectral characteristic from this ideal.
Hence, by obtaining an estimate of the spectral envelope, and by using this estimate to inverse filter
the corresponding data, a whitened, or “restored”
spectrum may be obtained in moderate interference
conditions or severe fading conditions. In order to
ensure that the underlying phase information is undisturbed, an all-pole spectral envelope estimate is
required. Equation 1 illustrates an all-pole spectral
model, where ak represents the prediction coefficients for an Nth order model that is obtained using
classic autocorrelation and durbin recursion [ 121.

k=l

Once the ak prediction coefficients are computed,
the inverse whitening filter is given by Equation 2,
which provides the residual waveform. Hence, Eq.
2 represents the countermeasure that is applied to
the received data x(n) by the adaptation processor
in order to whiten the corrupted spectrum.

Fig. 2 - QPSK Constellation in presence of partial
band noise jammer, showing destruction of I,Q
state information, and restored QPSK constellation
after application of inverse filter countermeasure.

In addition to the damaging effects of jammers and
cosite signal interference, communication link integrity can suffer from shadowing and frequency
selective fading. Figure 3 illustrates the BER improvement that is obtained using the inverse filter
countermeasure in the presence of frequency selective fading having deep excursions, circa 40 dB.
Note that the damaging effects of the fade are
largely removed by the inverse filter countermeasure over a range of channel noise levels. Resulting
performance is restored to near fade-free levels.

N

y(n) = x ( n ) + C a ( k ) x ( n - k )

Eq.2

k=l

Using the inverse filter approach, a partial band
noise jammer having bandwidth B = (0.25)Wsn is
applied to the hybrid FH/DS signal within the hop
bandwidth. Using a reasonable number of prediction coefficients, for example N = 24, the inverse
filter is applied using Eq. 2. Without reduction in
data throughput, the resulting spectral content is
whitened, restoring data that had been lost to jamming. To graphically illustrate the effect of the inverse filter countermeasure, Figure 2 shows the
effect of the partial band noise jammer on the data
QPSK constellation before and after the inverse
filter mitigation. Note that the I,Q state information
is obliterated by the damaging effects of the partial
band jammer. Following application of the inverse
filter Countermeasure, the I,Q state information is
restored.

Fig. 3 - BER improvement in frequency selective
fade environment after application of Inverse Filter
Countermeasure.

The inverse filter countermeasure provides improvement in BER performance at moderate to
high Jammer/Signal (J/S) levels, while approaching
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the asymptotic limit at low J/S levels. Hence, in
contrast to other techniques which can induce significant errors in relatively clean conditions, application of this method at low or negligible jammer
power does not induce undue BER performance
distortion. In comparison, the adaptive inverse
weight countermeasure described below has similar
asymptotic behavior, yet provides superior BER
improvement for high-power interference and
jamming.

Adaptive Inverse Weinht Countermeasure The
second countermeasure method considered for this
paper involves transform domain signal processing
for interference mitigation. Selective spectral limiting has long proven effective for jammer and interference mitigation 1131. We improve upon such
approaches by computing modal spectral statistic
estimates ,oi for each signal component i. These
non-arithmetic statistics may be used to selectively
target only those statistical outliers that exceed
some value a = F+ko of the fundamental transmission mode.

Figure 4 illustrates a typical multimode statistic for
the F W D S signal in the presence of a partial band
noise jammer. Using the transform domain magnitude, an adaptive interference rejection function is
applied that measures the modal statistics, determines the fundamental mode, and applies an interference rejection weight w that is inversely proportional to the observed deviation 6 relative to the
dominant mode. In this approach, the statistical
outliers are reduced by the weight given by Eq. 3,
where m is an integer. In addition to minimizing
the statistical extremes, application of Eq. 3 to n
proximity samples provides further performance
improvement by enhancing the attenuation of the
interference envelope.

corrupted by partial band noise jammer.

Figure 5 shows the significant BER improvement
gained by the adaptive weight countermeasure in
the presence of QPSK interference encompassing a
quarter bandwidth, (0.25)Wsn, with a channel SNR
of -15 dB. Given identical interference bandwidths,
the BER performance shown in Figure 5 is similar
for QPSK cosite and partial band jammer interference. As with the inverse filter countermeasure, the
adaptive inverse weight method approaches the
asymptotic limit at low J/S ratios. Note that the
adaptive inverse weight dramatically improves
BER at high jammer power levels, resulting in 3

+

Eq. 3

band QPSK interference using Adaptive Inverse
Weight countermeasure.
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The final interferer considered for the adaptive inverse weighting countermeasure is a four-tone hostile jammer. As with the partial band interferers,
the adaptive inverse weight is effective for tone
jammers even at very high J/S ratios. This approach
is especially beneficial against narrow band interference, which is readily canceled without distortion of the underlying hybrid FWDS data. Figure 6
shows the BER performance for this method in
high-power tone interference. Note that the four
tone jammer is mitigated using the adaptive
method, resulting in a near-flat BER corresponding
to the -15 dB S N R used for this example.
tone jammers using Adaptive Inverse Weight
countermeasure.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a hybrid Frequency Hop DSPN
transceiver approach that preserves LPI/LPD characteristics and mitigates severe interference. This
approach is especially applicable to communications for small unit operations (SUO), where both
stealth and link integrity are essential [SI. In the
digital mobile battlefield, the severity of interference and jamming necessitates countermeasures
that supplement inherent spread spectrum processing gain without reducing data throughput. We
have demonstrated BER improvement using receiver-based preprocessing functions, including an
adaptive inverse weight countermeasure based
upon spectral modal statistic estimates, and an inverse whitening filter countermeasure based on an
all-pole spectral model. In contrast to adaptive
processing gain methods, both countermeasures
improve BER performance without sacrificing
system bandwidth. Furthermore, each approach
exhibits orders-of-magnitude performance improvement relative to prior-art full-band normalization methods. Of the two countermeasures, the
inverse weight function provides superior BER improvement in the presence of high-power partial
band jammers and communication signal interference. The adaptive inverse filter function further
provides a mechanism for improving BER performance in the presence of frequency selective
fades. Hence, a composite j d f a d e scenario will
significantly benefit from a cascaded mitigation
approach that applies both methods to alleviate severe interference and frequency selective fading.
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